In isotropic superconductors, mutually repelling vortices are continuous and tend to align with the field direction forming a hexagonal lattice. However, in strongly anisotropic cuprates and other layered superconducting systems they can be represented by segments of Josephson strings centered between strongly superconducting atomic planes and pancake vortices residing in the planes [2--5] . The coupling between the in--plane magnetized Josephson vortices and perpendicularly magnetized pancakes is attractive [6] .
It depends on the strength of the Josephson and magnetic interactions and on the magnitude and orientation of field. As a result, there is a large variety of novel vortex phases including staircase or kinked vortices, crossing vortex structures, tilted vortex chains, and coexisting vortices of different orientations, which evolve from one to another through a series of vortex phase transitions (see [7] and refs therein).
In addition to the variety of vortex structures, the superconducting anisotropy yields new features in the field--vortex and vortex--vortex interactions. For example, the competition between the minimum vortex line energy (e.g. for vortices aligned with the cuprate planes in HTS [8] ), and coupling of vortices and the applied field Ha, results in strong deformation of the vortex lattice unit cell and a large deviation of the vortex lines from the direction of Ha [9--12] . It can also lead to coexistence of different vortex orientations [13] , or to sharp 'lock--in' of vortices along the basal plane in layered materials [14, 4, 5] . Furthermore, the demagnetization effect due to the platelet shape, typical for anisotropic high--Tc crystals, introduces an additional constraint in the vortex orientation confining them along the c--axis or near the ab--plane depending on the applied field direction [11, 15] . Also, counter--intuitively, the field of vortices tilted from the anisotropy axis becomes inverted at some distance from the core causing the attraction of parallel vortices in the tilt plane resulting in the formation of dense vortex chains within a dilute Abrikosov lattice [10, 16, 17] . Other intriguing features include the appearance of angular vortex instabilities and phase decomposition of the vortex matter in tilted magnetic fields [13,18--24, 7] . Some of the above theoretical concepts, in particular, the formation of vortex chains in tilted fields and the attraction of pancake stacks to Josephson strings, were nicely confirmed by experiments. Extensive reviews of vortex behavior in layered high--Tc superconductors can be found in [5, 25, 26] . However, despite extensive experimental efforts, a larger part of the theoretically predicted vortex configurations in anisotropic superconductors still remains to be confirmed.
In this work we study flux patterns in a high--quality YBCO crystal during remagnetization by fields tilted at different angles with respect to the basal plane. This is an extension of our previous studies of the same sample under crossing magnetic fields [27] .
We reveal a large anisotropy of the vortex dynamics with preferential vortex motion along the ab--plane. In tilted fields the in--plane flux component enters first, followed by tilted vortices carrying the normal component of the flux. The normal flux entry is accompanied by angular vortex instabilities resulting in the observed modulated flux patterns. With increasing field angle, the normal flux forms smooth fronts advancing along the in--plane field component H|| and sharp fronts slowly moving across H||. The sharp vortex fronts carry strongly enhanced currents supporting flux cutting processes at the boundary between the in--plane and tilted vortices. At larger field angles and at increased fields, we observe qualitative changes in the vortex dynamics precipitated by the crossover from the staircase to the tilted vortex structure . We use time--dependent Ginzburg--Landau simulations to model the flux evolution in anisotropic superconductors under tilted magnetic fields.
2.Experiment Magneto--optical (MO) imaging technique [28] was used to study magnetic flux patterns in a high quality optimally doped YBa2Cu3O7--δ (YBCO) crystal with Tc=92.4 K and the superconducting transition width ΔT= 0.3K. The sample is 1130 (l) x340 (w) x20 (h) µm 3 rectangular plate with a few twin lamellae at one corner. The crystal, covered with a garnet MO indicator film was cooled in an optical cryostat and images of the normal component of induction in the sample during and after application of a magnetic field were obtained using a polarized light microscope. The external magnetic field Ha with maximum amplitude of 2.1 kOe was produced by air cooled coils with a soft magnetic core which could be tilted with respect to the sample plane. Below we present magnetic flux patterns that emerge upon initial application of the field and during cycling tilted fields in opposite directions. The evolution of flux distributions in the sample will be illustrated for magnetic fields tilted towards the c--axis from the direction parallel to the length or width of the sample. 3.Results and discussion 3a. Magnetic field tilted from the lengthwise direction of the crystal When the magnetic field is parallel to the ab--plane (tilt angle θ=0) and oriented lengthwise (HY) the normal magnetic fields emerge near the short edges perpendicular to HY (see bright and dark contrast in Fig.1a ). These normal fields appear due to the screening of increasing HY as sketched in Fig.1c . They change polarity when HY is decreased and the MO image reveals the stray fields of the trapped in--plane vortices (see the inverted contrast at the short edges of the crystal in Fig.1b) . The in--plane flux enters the sample at relatively weak HY (<100 Oe) due to the small c--axis currents defining the critical state in the finite plate geometry [27] . This agrees with results of [30] where the c--axis critical current in YBCO was found to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than that in the ab--plane. An unexpected alternating HZ contrast forms along the long edge of the crystal (see Fig.1b ) due to bending of current lines on the side faces of the anisotropic YBCO crystal as sketched in Fig.1d (see also [27] ).
For small tilt angles of Ha from the ab--plane (θ < 0.5 0 ) the flux patterns are very similar to those observed at θ=0 indicating the lock--in effect expected in layered cuprates for fields close to the ab--plane, when vortices align with the cuprate planes in order to minimize their condensation energy (see e.g. [14, 4, 5] ). For fields larger than the lower critical field and accounting for the platelet shape of the sample, the lock--in angle below which vortices are 'trapped' in the ab--plane is estimated as (eq. (8.63) in [5] ): θL=2nab (Hc1 c /H)[ln(kΛ/ξ)/ln(λ/ξ)] where k~1, nab~Lc/Lab with Li being the sample dimensions along the c-- and ab--directions, Hc1 c is the lower critical field along the c--axis, Λ=d/ε with CuO layer gap d and anisotropy parameter ε (<1), ξ=ξab -coherence length, and λ=λab --penetration depth. Substituting Lc=20 µm, Lab~400 µm, H~ Hc1 c , and d=1.2nm, ξ=2nm, λ=120nm, ε=1/5 [29] for our YBCO crystal we obtain θL~1.5 0 .
A strong tendency for the in--plane arrangement of vortices at small fields moderately tilted from the ab--plane is expected within the anisotropic London approximation, which neglects layering. For a thin anisotropic plate perpendicular to the anisotropy axis, the relation between the field angle (θ) and the vortex angle (Θ) with respect to the ab--plane at fields Ha~ Hc1 is cotanΘ=2[(1--n)/(1+n)] ε --2 cotanθ [11] . Here n is the demagnetization factor, which for a thin ellipsoid with a short axis h and large axis w is n=1--(h/w)π/2. Using h=20µm and w=340 µm for our sample, we obtain cotanΘ~2.3cotanθ, which indicates that at small θ vortices should be virtually confined in the ab--plane.
Despite the above estimates, already at θ ~0.6 0 we observe strongly anisotropic penetration of the normal flux component BZ, demonstrating the emergence of vortices tilted from the ab--plane (see Fig. 2 ). At small fields (below ~140 Oe, not shown), we observe normal fields only at the short edges of the crystal, perpendicular to the in--plane propagating as kinks along Josephson--like strings inside the sample. Such staircase vortex structures are expected for layered YBCO in fields close to the cuprate planes [3, 4, 21, 7] . At the left edge of the sample, the field tilt angle from the ab--plane is larger, and the field should penetrate in the shape of tilted vortex lines, which experience stronger pinning and therefore are delayed. Although YBCO has moderate anisotropy, ε --1~5 --7, the crossover from the 3D (tilted) to 2D (staircase) vortex behavior is expected below Tcr which can be estimated using ε --2 (1--Tcr/Tc)=2[ξab(0)/s] 2 [31] . For ξab(0)=2nm and the distance between the CuO planes s=0.83nm Tcr in YBCO will be 51 K for ε --1 5 and 70K for ε --1 ~7 . Hence, the staircase vortex structure may exist in our sample. Direct Lorentz [32] and MFM imaging of kinked vortices in YBCO [33] confirms such a possibility.
The weak BZ stripes in Fig.2a correspond to meandering supercurrent flow. It could be caused by imperfections along the short edges of the sample, resulting in the local suppression of the edge barrier for vortex entry. However, this assumption can be ruled out since no such imperfections were observed during normal field magnetization. A probable origin of the stripe flux structure could be vortex angle instability predicted for anisotropic superconductors in tilted fields [13,18--24, 7] . The tilt of vortices near the right edges may fall into the range of angles for such instability. Another possible cause is helical perturbations expected when the in--plane currents induced by the normal component of Ha align with existing in--plane vortices. The helical deformation of vortices by longitudinal currents was first proposed by Clem [34] and discussed later by Brandt [35] and Genenko [36] . Near the short edges of the sample, the screening currents are perpendicular to the longitudinal in--plane vortices and the appearance of helical instabilities here would be unlikely. However, they can emerge further inside the sample, where currents flow lengthwise to the sample. This could explain the observed deep penetration of the Bz stripes from the edges. Both angular and helical vortex instabilities should cause meandering of the current trajectories around their propagation direction and produce BZ oscillations.
With decreasing Ha from 2.1 kOe the normal fields at the short X--edges, which are caused by the in--plane trapped flux, invert and the MO contrast switches intensities, Now stripes of positive BZ , asymmetrically stretch from the left edge (Fig.2b) . Furthermore, lines of strongly increased currents revealed by the enhanced BZ contrast (marked by arrow in vortices entering from the top long edge. We assume that the current enhancement is caused by the flux cutting process transpiring at this boundary. Similar fronts were observed during crossed--field magnetization of YBCO [27] . The asymmetric formation of the sharp front is due to the difference in the edge barriers at the top and bottom long sides, which is revealed by magnetization in the perpendicular field (see Fig.1b in [27] ). When decreasing the field from a maximum of Ha =2.1 kOe, the sharp front spreads and merges with zones of weak BZ expanding from the short edges (Fig.3b) . After reducing the field to zero, the BZ pattern transforms into bright longitudinal stripes ( Fig.3c ) reminiscent of vortex domains with different tilt angles [37] . Also, dark and bright contrast due to the trapped in--plane flux appears at the short edges and alternating contrast similar to that in Tilting the applied field up--to θ~3 0 results in magnetization patterns similar to those observed for θ~1.5 0 in the increasing field (Fig.4a , note that for the in--plane component of
Ha indicated in Fig.4d the sharp front marked by arrow appears on the left, mirroring a similar front in Fig.3a) . However, when we reduce Ha the residual BZ stripe structure transforms into a bowtie pattern ( Fig.4b--c) . Also, alternating field contrast at the long edges of the crystal disappears and the bright contrast at the left short edge weakens due to the circulating in--plane currents supporting the increased positive trapped BZ . These currents enhance negative stray field around the sample.
We speculate that the bowtie pattern in Fig.4c is caused by strongly anisotropic in--plane currents associated with the anisotropic vortex dynamics. The advance motion of BZ along the in--plane field component means that the average current density across the in--plane field component Ha || is smaller than along Ha || , and the stripe BZ structure corresponds to the oscillations of the transverse current lines as illustrated in Fig.4e . The stripes inside the bowtie are very similar to the vortex domains reported in [37] .
Increasing the field angle beyond θ~3.5 0 induces the BZ component entry at smaller values of Ha . Again, smooth arches of BZ advance from at the short edges while sharp front moves from the top long edge and starts forming at bottom long edge (Fig.5a ). Upon reducing Ha the sharp fronts remain in place and the ends of the bowtie structure expand towards the corners ( Fig.5b --c). After application of a negative field at the same angle, multiple bowtie structures form instead of one ( Fig.5d ), corresponding to several current loops stretched along the direction of the in--plane field component (Fig.5f ). It was shown in (Fig.6a) . Similarly, decreasing the field from 2.1 kOe we observe a more symmetric picture of the sharp fronts penetrating deep into the sample and the bowtie structure formed by smooth arches of BZ extending from the short edges of the sample (Fig.6b) . A qualitatively similar pattern but with negative normal stray fields (dark contrast) outside the sample is observed after reducing the field to zero (Fig.6c) . In this state, the modulations inside the bowtie structure are practically absent. Also, the contrast expected at the short edges due to the in--plane trapped flux vanishes.
Upon subsequent ramping of a negative Ha, both the sharp fronts and the bowtie structure disappear and new sharp fronts and smooth arches of negative BZ enter the sample (Fig.6d) . Currents along the front lines (marked by arrows in Fig.6d ) are strongly enhanced as revealed by the dark and bright contrast on their sides. Very similar flux patterns were observed during remagnetization of the sample by strong crossing fields [27] .
When ramping down Ha from --2.1 kOe the bright and dark contrast at the sharp fronts splits, leaving bright lines of positive BZ in the crystal (Fig.6e) . These lines correspond to boundaries between oppositely flowing currents and reveal the formation of new current loops in the sample. The bright lines break into segments and mostly disappear when switching off the field, while narrow wedges of negative BZ form near the short edges (Fig.6f) . Subsequent application and switching off positive Ha=2.1 kOe results in similar patterns but with inverted BZ polarity in the wedges and regions near the long edges.
Multiple current loops, as observed at θ~3.5 0 (Fig.5d) , do not appear.
At tilt angles larger than θ~5 0 , arches of smooth fronts of BZ propagating from the short sample edges and sharp fronts moving from the long edges enter deeper into the sample (Fig.7a) . The smooth anisotropic propagation of Bz from the short edges is quite symmetric in contrast to the expected asymmetric entry [39] (Fig.7d) , which can be explained by the staircase structure of vortices as shown in Fig.7e . With increasing field, at Ha~1400 Oe the BZ fronts approach each other converging to an envelope--like pattern usually observed for purely perpendicular applied fields (Fig.7b ). An inverted envelope--like pattern remains after switching off the field (Fig.7c) . Such a BZ distribution suggests that isotropic in--plane currents, which flow along the sample sides and make a sharp turn at the diagonals of the sample corners (Fig.7f) , become dominat. These currents support the superconductors [13,18--24,7 ] . Recently we found that after cooling in a tilted field and slowly reducing the field such an instability results in the formation of stripe domains containing vortices with different orientations [37] . We assume that the BZ stripes observed during magnetization of the YBCO crystal at small θ is a precursor of the vortex domains caused by the same angular vortex instability. The instability causes inhomogeneous raising of the vortex tails near the short X--ends, where the currents start meandering around the widthwise direction with a major wavelength of the developing angular instability. vortices experience strong local bending before collision, can introduce additional enhancement of the current [27] . The increased BZ observed at the sharp fronts in our MO images is a clear evidence of the locally enhanced current along these fronts.
At large tilt angles (θ~4 0 ) , during successive remagnetization by negative field the sharp fronts (Fig.6d) should have different structure compared to those formed at the initial application of the field. In YBCO plates remagnetized by perpendicular fields the front is a flux free cylinder (Meissner hole) formed by closed vortex loops, which collapse at a small radius due to the vortex line tension [42--43] . In the tilted field one could expect a similar structure where the vortex loops surrounding the Meissner hole should strongly lean towards the ab--plane as shown in Fig.8 . The front current will flow along H|| at a small angle to the loops. It will yield a weaker Lorentz force on the side segments of the loops oriented close to the current direction, and can be larger than the pinning critical current.
This could explain the straight shape of the sharp fronts in tilted fields in contrast to wiggling Meissner holes formed by vertical vortex loops in the perpendicular field [42--43] .
Note, that top and bottom segments of the tilted vortex loop are very close to the ab--plane and their line tension should be larger than for the tilted side segments [8] . As a result, the ellipticity of the tilted loops may be reduced. (Fig.9b) . Simultaneously, brighter wedges carrying a small BZ component emerge from the lower long edge of the sample and advance in the direction of Ha X . With increasing field, these wedges become narrower and transform into parallel stripes across the sample (Fig.9c) . At this point, BZ enters from the short ends and forms sharp fronts slightly tilted from the field direction. As in the case of longitudinal tilted fields, the enhanced current along these fronts is caused by the flux--cutting process, which occurs at the boundary between in--plane vortices and successively entering tilted vortices. With increasing Ha, the sharp fronts advance very slowly while BZ penetrates more efficiently from the long sides along Ha X yielding a smooth flux gradient across the sample width (Fig9d). Upon subsequent reduction of the field from 2.1 kOe, the normal flux exits near all the edges keeping the stripe structure along Ha X (Fig.9e) . The sharp fronts of BZ near the short sides initially remain in place and then smooth out. Finally, when the field is switched off (Fig.9f) , wider bright stripes of BZ detached from the long edges and aligned with the short sides remain in the middle of the sample. They carry trapped positive BZ , which produces negative normal stray fields (darker contrast) around the sample. The stripe structure represents vortex domains, where vortices are tilted at different angles from the sample plane as described in [37] . In addition to the stripes, we observe bright and dark contrast at the long edges due to the in-- Obviously, the effect of shape modifies the details of the patterns and conditions of their occurrence depending on the orientation of the tilted fields. For example, vortex domains are easily formed after ramping down the transverse tilted field, while they regularly appear only after field cooling in a certain range of angles of the longitudinal tilted fields [37] . In contrast, bowtie structures always emerge with increasing tilt angles in the longitudinal tilted field geometry, but they are not observed in transverse fields. The differences are defined by the confinement of supercurrents in the finite--size rectangular plates, where c--axis currents are much smaller than ab--currents.
To clarify whether the superconducting anisotropy alone, without accounting for the layered structure, can be responsible for the specific features of the observed flux patterns we modeled the remagnetization process in the tilted field using time dependent Ginzburg--Landau simulations. The results are presented in the following section. 4. TDGL modeling of vortex distributions in tilted fields TGDL equations were solved numerically in the large--λ limit using graphic card processing units as described in detail in [44] . In dimensionless units the equation for the complex order parameter ψ is written as: observations. Due to the pinning, a number of initially polarized vortices still remain in the sample at moderate negative fields. However, with increasing negative B, the total number of vortices essentially drops and the remaining vortices rotate around the Z--axis to the new field direction (Fig11c--d, left) . The process of the vortex rotation is illustrated in more detail in Fig.12 . Such a rotation of individual vortices in the plane perpendicular to the sample surface during the field reversal was not expected in existing models of remagnetization of superconductors. Some of the vortices repolarize by bending into loops, which then twist by moving their ends in opposite directions at the surface (Fig.13) . As soon as the motion occurs in close planes nearly parallel to the ab--plane, the loops form very sharp twists, unusual for elastic vortex lines (Fig13c). However, the sharp twists occur along the c--axis, because the line tension for vortex segments along this direction is much smaller than for those aligned with the ab--plane as predicted in [8] .
With further increasing negative B, loops of new negatively polarized vortices enter from the XZ--surfaces (Fig.11e, left) . They also propagate preferentially in the Y--direction in the planes nearly perpendicular to Z. They straighten and accumulate in the middle of the sample aligning with the field direction and form vortex--free zones near the surface (Fig.11f,   left ). This picture is reminiscent of the Bean--Livingston scenario in the case of weak pinning, when vortices, once they enter, are pushed from the surface by the Meissner currents. close to the ab--plane in anisotropic HTS [9--12] . A tendency towards the periodicity along the Y--axis can also be observed in Fig.11a --left. In both cases, ordering of vortices in the ab--direction is distorted by pinning (compare Fig.10 and Fig.14) , but the average distance along the Z--axis seems to be preserved. With decreasing positive field followed by increasing negative field, vortices move preferentially in the Y--direction (Fig.11b--right) . They do not escape from the sample through the XY--surfaces of the plate but stay close to the ab--plane and move perpendicular to the c--axis. Some of the vortices bend, cut and reconnect forming loops, which twist and collapse. Interestingly, long oppositely polarized segments of neighboring vortices do not annihilate over an extended length but rather cut at one point (Fig.15) . The resulting sharp twists around the c--axis formed at the ends of the cut move apart, yielding a straight vortex line polarized along the direction of the external field. At larger fields new bent vortices with negative polarity enter from the right and left sides and not from the top and bottom plate surfaces (Fig.11c--right) . They collapse with the remaining positively polarized vortices and successively entering negative vortices advance in the Y--direction forming a front with a central flux--free area (Fig.11d --e--right). This front propagates towards the sample center and vortices straighten along the field and tend to order at larger B (Fig.11f-- right).
Considering that the right column in Fig.11 illustrates a large plate with XY--surfaces, the nucleation of new vortices at the right and left sides of the simulated volume in panels c--f --right rather than at the top and bottom sample boundaries seems to be an artifact. It We associate these changes with the crossover from the staircase to the tilted structure of vortices upon increasing the angle from the ab--plane..
Our TGDL simulations confirm the advanced entry of slightly tilted vortices along the ab--plane observed in the experiment. The simulations elucidate the tendency of the tilted vortices to arrange in a distorted lattice stretched along the ab--plane and reveal nontrivial evolution of the vortex structure during remagnetization by tilted fields. However, more close analysis of the observed peculiarities of vortex dynamics in YBCO requires direct accounting of the layered crystal structure and will be implemented in future simulations. (e)--schematic explanation of the asymmetric BZ entry shown in (a). Reduction of the dark and bright contrast at the short sides in (c) and (d) is caused by the increased normal stray fields produced by the trapped BZ. 
